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              Nine years ago Western economic advisers were certain that their plans for Russia’s
              rapid transition to the market would bring prosperity and progress. After the 1998
              financial debacle, no one could deny the abject failure of the Western-inspired
              "neoliberal" economic model for Russia. Recently a new dogma has arisen in the West
              to explain why such excellent advice led to crime, corruption and economic collapse. It
              seems that nothing was wrong with the advice —the problem was a missing element in
              Russia, namely "rule of law." That is, Russia lacked a law-based state and its key
              features, clear property rights and impartial enforcement of contracts.

              This flaw in Russia’s institutional makeup is traced to the Soviet inheritance, to
              centuries of despotism, or to something about Russian culture. Just reform the legal
              system to create a law-based state, while "staying the course of economic reform," and
              foreign investment will pour into Russia while Russia’s domestic investors will turn
              from asset stripping and capital flight to productive investment in Russia’s future.
              This latest piece of Western advice fails to grasp the cause of Russia’s economic and
              social woes. While rule of law is certainly desirable, its absence is not the underlying
              cause of Russia’s economic debacle. It is the very economic model urged on Russia,
              from 1991 to the present, which has brought both economic collapse and a lawless
              society.

              The neoliberal model is based on the triad of liberalization, privatization and
              stabilization. The first means eliminating government regulation of economic activity,
              the second means privatizing not just government enterprises but also responsibility
              for individual economic welfare, and the last means stabilizing the price level by
              cutting public spending and keeping money and credit scarce.

              This economic model has made productive investment generally unprofitable in
              Russia. The first act in January 1992 suddenly freed prices, setting off runaway
              inflation that expropriated savings and drove real incomes to subsistence levels,
              shrinking the domestic market virtually to nothing. Continuing cuts in public spending
              and public investment have further reduced domestic demand. The rapid opening of
              Russia’s market to imports assured that what little remained of the domestic market
              would be dominated by powerful Western firms, with their superior marketing and
              financial resources. Tight monetary policy has kept credit scarce and expensive,
              assuring that only investments promising a very high and quick return will be
              attractive.

              Under such conditions, those who obtained property from the privatizations typically
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              found that they could generate profits only by unproductive and often illegal
              activities. The Western-inspired policies impoverished state employees, rendering
              them unable to resist bribes or effectively prosecute law-breakers. These conditions —
              produced by the neoliberal model, not by something in Russia’s culture — explain why
              extortion, skimming revenue from enterprises and sending capital abroad have
              flourished while productive activity and living standards have plummeted.
              Ironically, U.S. history exposes the shallowness of the currently fashionable rule of law
              hypothesis. During the Robber Baron era of the late 19th century, neither clearly
              defined property rights nor effective rule of law prevailed. Big capitalists maintained
              private armies that fought one another, stole from the state and from each other, paid
              judges to rule in their favor and had their own captive newspapers and politicians. Yet
              these same capitalists were lacing the country with railroads and building giant,
              efficient steel mills and oil refineries. The reason was that, despite the absence of
              effective rule of law, conditions were favorable for making great profits through
              productive investments.

              Why? Superior foreign competition was kept at bay by a protectionist government,
              which levied high tariffs against those imports that most threatened America’s newly
              developing industries. The relatively high wages that prevailed in the United States
              despite its underdeveloped economy during that period, along with the presence of a
              large class of prosperous farmers, created a potentially large domestic market. The
              government financed the building of a canal and rail transportation system to make
              that large internal market a reality. Under such conditions, the absence of effective rule
              of law did not deter a large volume of productive investment, which soon made the
              United States the world’s leading manufacturing nation. 

              Contemporary China provides another example. Western analysts decry the absence
              of rule of law in China. China’s developmental state has followed policies that are the
              opposite of the neoliberal model, including expansionary monetary policy, growing
              public spending and public investment and significant regulation of the domestic
              economy as well as of international trade and financial flows. Under such policies,
              China’s economy has grown at nearly ten percent per year for the past two decades.
              Despite the absence of a law-based state, China has become the largest recipient of
              foreign direct investment of any developing country.

              Overcoming Russia’s dead-end trajectory requires the abandonment of that model, not
              just in words but in deeds. History teaches that some form of developmental state,
              capable of stimulating, promoting, and guiding economic recovery and development, is
              a necessary basis for economic progress in a country facing powerful foreign
              competitors.
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